The Death of Democracy.
The agenda of Brussels is to break–up The United Kingdom. This is being well
documented by our MEPs.
Informing UK voters is frustrated by a Europhile media. The BBC taking a large share of
blame by unbalanced reporting, hostile interviews, exaggerating trivial negative points
and/or poor behaviour by individuals in political parties. All these devices are used to
avoid dealing with the actual message. Let’s shoot the messenger instead – is the
message.
Satirical programmes lampoon mercilessly those who fall from grace. The good points
that need highlighting go unnoticed. What effect does the EU’s contributions to Media
Grants have in encouraging this style of broadcasting?
Brussels divides Britain so it becomes incapable of resisting foreign colonisation. Tony
Blair enthusiastically threw himself into undoing 300 years of union with
Scotland. Wales got its own parliament. Sinn Fein (IRA) were treated like an ally with
little police action and few court cases.
A map of the UK in a Brussels office shows no counties, county names being ditched as
the country was split into regions. From June 2010, the EU regarded us as no longer a
nation but a mark on their flag – a mere ‘member state‘, required to “Pay and Obey “ as
Lord Willoughby de Broke put it in The House of Lords.
Nationalism and sovereignty are anathema to the EU. Regions found themselves
having to deal with Brussels, not London, encouraged by promises of ‘EU funding’ aka
cash injections of our taxes. EU rules do not allow our Government to subsidise
businesses. Yet, the EU does it themselves. Such hand-outs came invariably with
conditions such as match–funding which costs us loads more.
Projects unwanted by local communities who had no say in the planning, were decided
by unelected bureaucrats. Local ‘consultations’ were politely listened to, then ignored.
The Cornwall/Brussels Office costing Cornish tax payers quite a few bob (something
like £30,000.00 pa, but no-one will tell us) is merely a means of getting what we are
going to have, whether we like it or not. The Amion Report blasted some projects as
“Poor value for money “and “Where are the promised jobs? “.
The ‘regions’ of the UK find themselves dependent provinces of a political federal union,
not of the British sovereign nation.
Try and argue that on ‘Question Time‘ or Radio 4’s ‘Today ‘ programme and see how
much interruption from Dimbleby/John Humphries you get! You may not be invited on
the programme again!

Nationhood and democracy have been overwhelmed. Was it Nick Clegg (I think it was
him) who said we are in the “post democratic era“. Too right we are. That’s about the
only thing he got right, oh yes - possibly getting 5p put on a plastic bag in the shops!
Control by unelected bureaucrats and lobby groups, known in Brussels as ‘Cohesion
Policy’ is supposed to be our future. Spin and propaganda are the hallmarks. Brexit
must get shot of all that once and for all!
The EU is a single socialist country in the making. With not many pieces of the jig saw
left to fit in place, 23rd June 2016 came just in time.
Much praise must be accorded to Lindsay Jenkins in her book ‘Disappearing Britain‘
which is highly recommended, in fact a ‘must read‘..When you read it, you may
recognise certain phrases used here.
Honesty being the best policy, I would not want to be guilty of plagiarism, so I admit
some of my sources. I loved the book which makes me even more determined to fight
on.
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